
Custom Event Wraps 
Information & Pricing



About Shout

SHOUT! puts over 25 years of experience to 

use creating unique and memorable event 

experiences through custom wraps for 

dance floors, walls and bar areas.  

  

As a multi-generational family-owned 

business that’s fulfilled thousands of orders, 

SHOUT! takes projects from concept to 

completion. Our goal is to make sure each 

and every one of our clients gets a final 

design and product they love, custom 

created to result in a one-of-a-kind, 

unforgettable event. 
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Capabilities
Using the latest in cutting-edge technology and 

creative design, SHOUT! can transform any room 

into an experience with custom floor, wall and bar 

graphics.  

 

These unique touches create memorable events 

for any celebration, including: 

¡  Weddings 

¡  Bar/Bat Mitzvahs 

¡  Sweet 16s 

¡  Corporate Events 

¡  Graduations 

¡  Conferences/Trade Shows 
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From dance floors to directional 

signage to sponsor images, we can 

turn any floor into a one-of-a-kind 

design.  

These floor graphics are built to last, 

making them perfect for high traffic 

areas or dancing the night away. 

These wraps leave no trace behind 

and are built to be removable on 

properly finished floors without 

causing damage to the original 

venue floors. 

Floor Graphics
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Monogram 
Floor  Graphics

Make the dance floor your own by adding a 

monogram with your initials. Guaranteed to make 

for great photos, these graphics create a dance 

floor that’s all your own.  
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Full-color Imprint 
Floor Graphics

If you can dream it, we can print it. There’s no 

limit to the amount of color or artwork we can 

use in a floor graphic. No matter what your 

theme, style or layout is, here at SHOUT! we 

can turn it into a reality.  
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Specialty  
Flooring

Looking to create a classic, stately or 

otherwise one-of-a-kind experience for 

your guests? We can make any floor look 

like it’s made of a completely different 

material, including marble.  
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Foil Floor 
Graphics

Hand-laid by our expert installers, 

gold foil graphics add that extra 

special touch to your dance floor.  
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Ceremony 
Aisle Wrap

Walking down the aisle is a 

magical moment, creating a 

memory you’ll carry with you for 

the rest of your life. With all of the 

planning that goes into a wedding, 

this is the perfect place to pull 

together all of those details and 

create a once-in-a-lifetime 

walkway toward your future.  
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Wall Wraps
If you want to truly transform a room, wall graphics are 

your answer. Hallways leading to the special event,  

in-room graphics — even elevators — can all be wrapped 

to turn any room into an experience.  
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Bar Wraps

One of the most important and high-trafficked parts 

of any event is the bar area. To create a truly all-

encompassing theme, you can use bar wraps to tie 

together all those little details. For every size and 

shape bar, we can create graphics to wrap them.  
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Our footprint covers the entire eastern seaboard, 

transforming venues up and down the East Coast. 

From Florida to New Jersey and beyond, we’re here 

to help create long-lasting memories and one-of-a-

kind functions. 

Where We Cover
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CLIENT 

ROSTER 

 
We’ve worked directly with 

event planners and 

decorators to turn their 

clients’ dreams into 

realities, including:  

¡  Dahlia Florals 

¡  J Barry Designs 

¡  Atlas Floral 
Decorators 

¡  Artistic Affairs 

¡  Electric Karma 

¡  Rose Events 

¡  Bells n Rings Events 

¡  Bdazzled Events 

¡  Jenny Orsini Events 

¡  Wedded Events 

¡  Marc Uravic Event 
Design 

¡  Design House 
Decor 

¡  Elle Audrey  

¡  Ovando  

¡  Lilly V Events 

¡  Priceless Event 
Planners  

¡  SJS Events  

¡  Premini Events  

¡  Elegant Affairs 

¡  Premier Events by 
Reema 

¡  Wedding Design 
and Decor 

¡  RB Event Design 
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VENUE 

ROSTER 

 
We’ve also transformed  

a wide range of venues 

through our custom wraps, 

working with venues such 

as: 

 

¡  Chateau Briand 

¡  The Fox Hollow 

¡  Watermill Caterers 

¡  The Venetian 

¡  The Tides Estate 

¡  Jericho Terrace 

¡  Four Seasons Hotel New 
York Downtown 

¡  Hyatt Regency Princeton 

¡  Hyatt Regency Jersey 
City 

¡  Liberty House 

¡  Maritime Parc 

¡  The Palace at Somerset 
Park 

¡  The Mansion at Natirar 

¡  Legacy Castle  

¡  Park Chateau 

¡  Park Savoy  

¡  Cipriani Wall St 

¡  Cipriani Downtown 

¡  Cipriani 25 Broadway 

¡  Mandarin Oriental 

¡  The Plaza Hotel 

¡  The Pierre 

¡  St Regis New York 

¡  Ritz Carlton Philadelphia 

¡  Four Seasons 
Philadelphia 

¡  The Rittenhouse Hotel 

¡  Loews Philadelphia 

¡  Rainbow Room 

¡  620 Loft and Garden 
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PRICING 

There’s a lot of factors that go into figuring out the 

cost of a dance floor wrap, including: 

¡  Size of the wrap 

¡  Type of wrap 

¡  Travel location 

  

The majority of our floor wraps fall between 

$3,000-4,000, but the above factors impact the  

final price.  
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CONTACT 
US Get in touch with our team to turn your event 

into an unforgettable experience: 

Northeast Inquiries (NJ, NY, PA, MA, MD) 

Rob Hayes 

rhayes@gotoshout.com 

  

Southeast Inquiries (SC, GA, FL) 

Collin Bevan 

cbevan@gotoshout.com 
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